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ABSTRACT. Summary text (150 – 200 words) 

One of the biggest trends world-wide is tourism. Since possibilities to travel are more and more advanced and 
becoming cheaper and cheaper one of the biggest challenges for cities to find key factors that gives them competitive 
advantage towards attracting tourist. Therefor we present “Hotspot music”.    

Hotspot music- is an mobile application that enables tourists to feel the sound of the city. It is arranged to represent 
cities cultural and historical heritage throughout guidance of music. This not only creates customers’ empathy towards 
cities cultural heritage represented throughout personal soundtracks but also involves them in a game where mobile 
application guides them to explore and participate in cities best cultural activities such as museums, concerts and 
other events.    

How it works? City is divided in several different musical hotspots which represents most important historical and 
cultural heritage of the city. These hotspots are programed to perform music in different emotional algorithms. When 
consumer is walking closer to the designed hotspots the application generates music represented in the hotspot. The 
closer you get to the hotspot the deeper representation of the place is performed. As the consumer walks away from 
the hotspot, music fades until it reaches a new hotspot.  
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